
1. Plea

Sing me to sleep
But let me keep my secrets
Forget how well you know me

Forget you know 
How very short this night is
Forget you know
How very long this life is

2. Beyond The Houses

All I can say
Is try to run away
To run away

I’m lighter than air
I’ll fly to find you there
To find you there

Beyond the houses
Where the country is still
Beyond the houses
In the country there I will be waiting
Waiting for you

If your days here were numbered
And there remained just a few 
Would you be counting the minutes
Would you be counting down

3. Highwire Haywire

I’m walking the high wire
I’m a high flyer
Highwire haywire

The thrill of the climb here
Is fine my dear
So fly higher high flyer

Bird on a wire
Silly thing
Got the voice and got the wings
Bird on a wire
Can’t you see
The difference between you and me

I’m spinning my lyre
On a high wire
Higher and dryer gone haywire

I’m on a high wire
I’m a high flyer
Highwire haywire

Bird on a wire
Pretty thing
Got the voice and got the wings
Bird on a wire
Give me some
‘Cause you’ve got all the luck and I’ve got none

7. The Nature Of Things

Yes I am feeling despondent
There’s no use at all
We will always fall
That is the nature of things

Yes I am feeling disappointed
We just can’t handle ourselves 
We get tangled
That is the nature of things

Oh don’t cry
Don’t weep
Don’t shed a tear
Don’t lose any sleep

Give me a good explanation
Things got out of hand 
And I don’t understand
Is this the nature of things

I don’t know how long I’ve been waiting
But hours like sand
Have covered my plans
Is this the nature of things

8. Time Is Taking All My Time

Time is taking all my time
Time is taking all my time

I work on the seconds 
So they fit the minutes
The hours need filling in, they do

Time is taking all my time 
Time is taking all my time

Clocks keep on telling, telling time
With each move of the hand they’re taking mine

In every season
In war and in peace
If I am dead or I’m living

Clocks keep on telling, telling time
With each move of the hand they’re taking mine
They say, they say live for today
Tomorrow may never come
Every day tomorrow delays 
And today instead comes along

9. While I’m Asleep

Asleep under mountains
Asleep under the sea
Asleep while the others 
Are searching for me

No you cannot join me 
In my mind’s retreat
No-one can find me

While I’m asleep

The story has a stutter
Has broken a limb
Our boat is leaking water
Hands up who cannot swim

Morning comes heavy
Morning comes pale
The words you say reach me
But cognition fails

10. Tired Years

Tired mouth and oh so tired eyes
Tired fingers letting go
Tired weeks are falling from the sky
Tired years have passed you by

Tired clocks are ticking on the wall
Tired time is moving on
Tired thoughts are sticking to us all
Tired life has been and gone

And all that you say
And all that you do
‘S been said and been done
This battle can’t be won

Tired mouth and oh so tired eyes
Tired fingers letting go
Tired weeks are falling from the sky
Tired years have passed you by

4. It Has Been Raining

It has been raining like it will never stop
It has been raining like it will drop by drop
Fill all the drainpipes and flood all the manholes
And rivers will flow in the city
Rivers will flow in the city streets

Broken umbrellas in the gutter are weeping
Dripping from the trees 
Are the secrets they’ve been keeping
It’s cold, wet and miserable 
I’m lonely and pitiable
Send out a boat to the rescue

One of these days maybe
The clouds will roll over
But I’m thinking lately
That it will stop raining 
Stop raining, no more

It has been raining like it will never stop
It has been raining like it will drop by drop
Flood all the rivers and break all their banks
And set us afloat in the ocean

5. The Weatherman

The weatherman called out this morning to tell
Of a storm that is coming, is coming our way
A storm that is coming and fear it we shall

Some see the storm clouds gather in the sky
Look to the horizon with fear in their eyes
But some say the weatherman’s stories are lies

So lock up you hatches and button your coats
And board up the windows and anchor your boats

The weatherman called out this morning to tell
Of a storm that is coming, is coming our way
A storm that is coming to blow us to hell

So lock up your hatches and button your coats
And board up the windows and anchor your boats
So lock up your hatches and button your coats
You don’t want to be caught out in the storm

6. Summer Song

Tape escaped from old cassettes
Draped across the trees 
Wound around a metal fence
And caught between my feet

Flows like a river
Quivers and shivers
Flows and it flickers on

Reminds me of something
Of all things and nothing
Reminds me of something I cannot recall

Not all is well
Not all is fine 
Beyond those hazy hills
But here it’s sweetest summertime
Suspended any ills


